
 

 

EDWAR D H ARR IS  (NE W Y ORK ) 

A RESPONSE TO ROBERT WALLACE 

In the Classical period the Athenians were concerned about individuals abusing their 
legal system and enacted several measures to discourage frivolous suits. In an article 
published in Dike in 1999, I studied the penalties for those who either did not follow 
through a prosecution after initiating a public suit or failed to win one-fifth of the 
votes cast at the trial.1 Wallace accepts most of my analysis of the evidence for these 
penalties, but differs with me on two points of detail. His proposals are based on a 
careful reading of the relevant texts and merit serious consideration. 

Our main point of agreement is about the intent of the law about frivolous 
prosecutions. Wallace agrees with me that the aim of this law was to discourage 
sycophants, those who abused the legal system for private gain.2 The Athenians did 
not want litigants to use the courts to pursue private feuds and to harass opponents 
by bringing suits without legal merit. They therefore established serious penalties for 
the sycophants who attempted to abuse the legal system.3 Wallace also accepts my 
arguments for retaining the manuscript reading paranÒmon in the scholion to 
Demosthenes 22.3 and rejects Reiske’s emendation paranÒmvn.4 Finally, Wallace 
follows my analysis of Theophrastus Laws fr.636c (Fortenbaugh).5 We agree that the 
penalty for the person who brought a public action and failed to gain one-fifth of the 
votes was a form of partial atimia: the offender lost his right to bring any kind of 
public action in the future, not just the kind of action for which he had failed to win 
one-fifth of the votes. 

So far, so good. Our two main disagreements concern the offense of not 
following through on a public action. The first disagreement relates to the penalty 
for this offense. In my essay in Dike I saw no reason to reject the evidence of the 
ancient sources that state the punishment for failing to follow through a public suit 
was a fine of 1,000 drachmas as well as partial atimia, that is, loss of the right to 

                                         
1 Harris (1999). The earlier view, found in e.g. MacDowell (1990) 327-28, was that the 

accuser who failed to gain one-fifth of the votes only lost the right to bring the same kind 
of public charge. 

2 Wallace believes that the main aim of the law was to prevent bribery by sycophants. I 
find this too narrow a view of the threat posed by sycophants, who practiced various 
kinds of abuses. On sycophants in general see Harvey (1990). 

3 On the Athenian attitude toward litigation see Harris (2005). 
4 See Harris (1992) 79. 
5 See Harris (1992) 79. 
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bring any public action in the future.6 Wallace prefers to reject this evidence and 
argues that the penalty was only a fine of 1,000 drachmas. Our second disagreement 
relates to the meaning of the phrase “not following through” (oÈk §pejely≈n, mØ 
§pejelye›n, etc.). In my Dike essay I collected several passages which show that 
accusers might withdraw a public action at the anakrisis without penalty.7 I then 
examined several other passages which indicate that the law on frivolous 
prosecutions made it illegal to initiate a public suit and then either not show up at the 
anakrisis or not bring the case before a court. Wallace agrees with my point that it 
was possible to withdraw a public suit without penalty provided that one did it in the 
proper way. But he argues that those who did not follow through a public suit were 
subject to a fine only if they were paid not to follow through. Wallace’s argument is 
a little hard to follow because he argues for both of his points at once in his analysis 
of the evidence. For the sake of clarity I will deal with each of his arguments 
separately. 

Wallace’s claim that there was no atimia for failing to follow through rests 
mainly on an argumentum e silentio. Wallace notes that in the demosthenic speech 
Against Theocrines and in several other passages the speaker does not mention 
atimia as a penalty for failing to follow through a public action, but can we conclude 
from their omission that this penalty was not contained in the law about frivolous 
prosecutions? As Robin Osborne once remarked to me, “Absence of evidence is not 
evidence of absence.” In Against Theocrines (Dem 58. 6) Epichares does not 
mention the penalty of atimia, but he may be selective in his summary of the law 
and merely leave out the penalty. In this same passage Epichares says that there was 
a fine of 1,000 drachmas for failure to gain one-fifth of the votes but does not 
mention atimia as a penalty in this case – is Wallace prepared to argue from this 
passage that there was also no atimia for the person whose case won less than one-
fifth of the votes cast by the judges? If Wallace consistently applies this type of 
argumentum e silentio, he will have to contradict the view expressed at the 
beginning of his paper that the failure to gain one-fifth of the votes did bring with it 
a form of atimia. 

Wallace then tries to argue away the evidence of the lexicon Cantabrigiense 
(which is one of the three sources for Theophrastus fr. 636 [Fortenbaugh]): 
prÒstimon ¶keito t“ mØ metalabÒnti tÚ p°mpton m°row t«n cÆfvn …w YeÒfrastow 
§n p°mptƒ per‹ nÒmvn. §n d¢ to›w dhmos¤oiw ég«sin §zhmioËnto xil¤aiw ka‹ prÒsest¤ 
tiw étim¤a Àste mØ §je›nai mÆte grãcasyai paranÒmon mÆte fa¤nein mÆte 
§fhge›syai. §ån d° tiw gracãmenow mØ §pej°ly˙, ımo¤vw. 

The source states that in public suits there was a penalty of 1,000 drachmas and 
partial atimia for the person who did not gain one-fifth of the votes. The same was 

                                         
6  Harris (1999) 126-27. 
7  Harris (1999) 130-38. 
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true for the person who did not follow through.8 Wallace prefers to reject this 
evidence solely on the basis of his argumentum e silentio about several passages in 
the Attic orators. If one does not accept this argument (as one should not), Wallace’s 
objection to the evidence of Theophrastus falls to the ground. And if Wallace does 
not question the reliability of the information in the first part of the fragment, why 
does he arbitrarily reject the information in the last part? In fact, the evidence of 
Theophrastus is actually confirmed by Demosthenes 21.103 where the orator says 
that Euktemon did not follow through and thus incurred atimia (≤t¤mvken aÍtÚn oÈk 
§pejely≈n). Wallace attempts to evade the clear implication of this passage by 
claiming that the penalty of atimia applied only in the charge of lipotaxion. I see 
nothing in the passage that compels us to adopt the view that this charge was 
somehow exceptional – why should it be? Wallace does not explain. He admits the 
penalty for failure to win one-fifth of the votes applied generally – why not the 
penalty for failure to follow through? Indeed, the evidence of Dem. 58.10ff. 
indicates that this penalty was part of a general provision applying to all public 
charges, not just one or two. Finally, Demosthenes states that Euctemon incurred 
atimia for not following through, not for failing to follow through on this particular 
type of charge. There is no good reason to reject the evidence of Theophrastus or to 
adopt a strained interpretation of Demosthenes 21.103. On the contrary, the two 
passages confirm each other and make it certain that the failure to follow through 
incurred a form of atimia. This is not a hypothesis of mine; it is what the ancient 
sources plainly state. Wallace presents no compelling argument to reject this 
evidence. 

Wallace bases another argument on a document which was inserted into 
Demosthenes’ speech Against Meidias and which contains what purports to be the 
law about hybris. It is important to have the full text of the document before us: 

§ãn tiw Íbr¤s˙ e‡w tina, μ pa›da μ guna›ka μ êndra, t«n §leuy°rvn μ t«n 
doÊlvn, μ parãnomÒn ti poiÆs˙ efiw toÊtvn tinã, graf°syv prÚw toÁw yesmoy°taw ı 
boulÒmenow ÉAyhna¤vn oÂw ¶jestin, ofl d¢ yesmoy°tai efisagÒntvn efiw tØn ≤lia¤an 
triãkonta ≤mer«n éf' ∏w ín ¬ ≤ grafÆ, §ån mÆ ti dhmÒsion kvlÊ ,̇ efi d¢ mÆ, ˜tan ¬ 
pr«ton oÂÒn te. ˜tou d' ín katagn“ ≤ ≤lia¤a, timãtv per‹ aÈtoË parxr∞ma, ˜tou ín 
dokª êjiow e‰nai paye›n μ épote›sai. ˜soi d' ín grãfvntai grafåw fid¤aw katå tÚn 
nÒmon, §ãn tiw mØ §pej°ly˙ μ §pejiΔn mØ metalãb˙ tÚ p°mpton m°row t«n cÆfvn, 
épotisãtv xil¤aw draxmåw t“ dhmos¤ƒ. §ån d¢ érgur¤ou timhyª t∞w Ïbrevw, 
ded°syv, §ån §leÊyeron Íbr¤s˙, m°xri ín §kt¤s˙. 

His argument here runs into a similar difficulty. Wallace notes that the 
document lists the penalty of 1,000 drachmas for failing to follow through, but omits 
the penalty of atimia. True enough, but the document also omits the penalty of 
atimia for not gaining one-fifth of the votes. Is Wallace also prepared to argue on the 

                                         
8 A scholion to Demosthenes 22.3 and an entry in Harpocration contain similar 

information but omit the penalty for failure to follow through a prosecution. 
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basis of this document that there was no penalty in this case and thus contradict 
himself again? It would be better to admit with Drerup that the document is a 
forgery.9 There are strong grounds for this view: 1) the unparalleled application of 
the law not just to hybris but to all possible offenses, 2) the equally unparallelled and 
nonsensical expression grafåw fid¤aw, 3) the final clause (where the subject is the 
accuser) does not fit well with the previous clause (where the subject is the 
defendant). Like the nomoi at 8 and 12 in this speech this document is a fake, and 
the omission of the penalty of atimia is another reason to deny its authenticity.10  

The second area of disagreement concerns the offense of “not following 
through.” In my article in Dike I showed that this must mean to fail to show up at the 
anakrisis or to bring the case before a court on the basis of three passages. One was 
Demosthenes 21.103, another was Demosthenes 58.10, and Antiphon 6.37. In his 
analysis of Dem. 58.12 Wallace claims that Theocrines’ offense was settling for 
money, not failing to appear at the anakrisis. Wallace appears to assume that we 
must make a choice: either Epichares accuses him of settling for money or failing to 
show up at the anakrisis, and that only one of these actions could have been illegal. 
But the summary of the law at 5 and 6 indicates there were three actions on which 
the law imposed a penalty: 1) bringing a public action and not gaining one-fifth of 
the votes, 2) not following through, and 3) reaching a settlement contrary to the laws 
(dialuom°nvn parå toÁw nÒmouw). Epichares charges Aristogeiton with both 
offenses #2 and #3. At 10 he clearly states Theocrines did not show up at the 
anakrisis and thus did not follow through (efiw tØn énãkrisin kaloÊmenow oÈx 
ÍpÆkousen). He is thus subject to the penalty of 1,000 drachmas. Nothing is said 
here about settling for cash. At 12 he accuses Theocrines of settling in violation of 
the law, that is, offense #3. Epichares provides more information about this charge at 
20. Here he says that while one can come to a settlement in private matters, in cases 
involving the Treasury one must not make an illegal settlement, that is, one which 
does not deprive the Treasury of a fine.11 To sum up, I see no reason to reject the 
evidence of the ancient sources about the penalty for not following through on a 
public suit and about the meaning of the term §pejelye›n. Once more, this is not a 
hypothesis – it is what the ancient sources plainly state. 

As for Wallace’s general point about idiosyncrasies in Athenian law, I do not 
basically disagree, but would not use the word “idiosyncrasy” and would use 
different evidence to illustrate the point. The word “idiosyncrasy” conveys the 
impression that Athenian law was quirky, irrational, and capricious. I would prefer 
to say that Athenian law contained some actions with distinctive procedural features 

                                         
9 Drerup (1898) 297-300. This work appears to be unknown to Wallace. MacDowell 

(1990) 263-69, followed by Wallace, accepts the document as genuine, but see the next 
note. 

10 For a discussion of the forged laws in this speech see Harris (1992) 75-8. 
11 I thought I made this point clear in Harris (1999) 141-2. 
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suited to the nature of the substantive offense.12 For instance, mercantile suits 
differed from normal private suits in providing for imprisonment until the award was 
paid by the defendant.13 The reason for this “idiosyncrasy” was that the defendants 
were often foreigners who might abscond without paying. According to Hyperides 
(2.12) there was no penalty for the accuser who failed to gain one-fifth of the votes 
in an eisangelia.14 This may have been done so as not to discourage citizens from 
prosecuting serious public crimes. But there were also some general procedural rules 
that applied to all or many private or public actions such as this one, which was 
aimed at discouraging frivolous prosecutions in general. Instead of making 
assumptions about the existence of idiosyncrasies, I think it is better to study the 
substantive content of individual statutes to understand their procedural features.15  
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